
The future of the world is in your classroom today
                                                        - Ivan Welton Fitzwater
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The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
                                                                                                          - Eleanor Roosevelt

Welcome onboard, John!

His passion for learning and unwavering
dedication make him the deserving Student of

the Month! 

Garv, our exceptional 
4th grader, is a mathematical prodigy,
currently tackling 8th-grade math with

ease!

Student of the Month!

Congratulations, Garv!

His astonishing ability to grasp 8th-grade math concepts is truly awe-
inspiring. Garv's insatiable thirst for knowledge and relentless dedication to
his studies have propelled him to the top of his class. He effortlessly
navigates advanced mathematical topics, showing that age is no barrier
to intellectual achievement. His achievements serve as a shining example
for all, emphasizing the importance of determination and passion in one's
educational journey. His other hobbies include tennis and video games.
We proudly name Garv as our Student of the Month, celebrating his
outstanding accomplishments and the bright future that lies ahead. 

                                                Happy Bug Academy. 

Garv's remarkable achievements inspire us all and exemplify the power of
determination and intellect at any age. He has set a new standard for
excellence at 



Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire. 
                                                                                                 - W.B. Yeats

Welcome onboard, John!

Nico’s dedication to his online Math tutoring is truly commendable. His
inquisitive nature and consistent effort have helped him grasp new
mathematical concepts with ease. He is being promoted to 3rd grade
Math! So proud of you Nico!

Outstanding Achievements!

Aarav’s mathematical creativity knows no bounds. He often finds
unique and innovative solutions to complex problems, showcasing a
deep understanding of mathematical principles. His curiosity and
enthusiasm for learning are truly contagious. So proud of you for the
success in Math & Science!

Shail’s patience and determination are admirable. His consistent
progress in math is a testament to his hard work and his ability to
persevere through challenging topics. He is an excellent example of how
resilience leads to success. He is being promoted to 5th grade Math!

With a natural aptitude for mathematics, Aryan consistently stands out
as a top performer. His problem-solving skills are exceptional, and he
never shies away from challenging himself with advanced math topics.
He's a true math prodigy in the making. Congratulations for excellence
in Math & Science!



Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think 
                                                                                                                     - Albert Einstein

Welcome onboard, John!

Daksh’s attention to detail and precision in his work are impressive. He
not only excels in his math studies but also contributes positively to his
classmates' learning experience. His collaborative spirit and exceptional
focus are truly remarkable. He is one of our 6th graders who got
selected for Algebra at school! Keep up the great work Daksh!

Arjun’s love for numbers shines through in his consistent dedication to
his math studies. He is always eager to explore new challenges and
enjoys diving deep into the world of mathematics. His passion for the
subject is truly infectious. He is our yet another 6th graders to be
selected for Algebra at school! Can’t wait to see what future holds for
this Math genius!

Maya’s hard work and dedication set her apart. She has a knack for
breaking down complex problems into simpler parts and solving them
systematically. Her methodical approach to math is an asset to her
learning journey. Her determination is truly a guiding light for other
students! Congratulations Maya for excellence in fast paced
Geometry  course over summer of 2023! 

Shiv’s consistent top-notch performance is a result of his exceptional
work ethic. He is always eager to take on new challenges and is a
source of motivation for his peers. His determination and passion for
mathematics are truly praiseworthy. The progress Shiv has made in the
last year is commendable! He is an excellent example of hard work and
determination leads to success!

Outstanding Achievements!



I find that the harder I work, the more luck I seem to have
                                                                             - Thomas Jefferson

Spring 2024

Create a study schedule
Practice math concepts to improve accuracy
Work on Advanced Math questions 
Take practice tests to improve speed
Analyze mistakes
Find out ways to save time on math questions

Digital SAT

Study tips for Math section

SAT will be administered on laptop or tablet
Digital SAT is shorter (2 hours) than the current SAT 
Faster score delivery
Calculators are allowed on entire Math section as opposed to
the current SAT
Math section (Module 1 & 2) on Digital SAT will cover: 

Reading & writing section is 64 mins long and includes 54
questions

      (70 mins, 44 questions)
                                                 -Algebra 
                                                -Advanced Math
                                                -Problem Solving & Data Analysis
                                                -Geometry & Trigonometry



You're never too young to make an impact and never too old to make a difference
                                                                                                                                                   - Unknown

Habits of
successful
students

Make a difference!

Welcome onboard, John!Get organized
Divide bigger tasks into smaller
ones
Keep your study space tidy and
clean
Ask questions if you don’t
understand and request help when
you need it
Use all the recourses you need to
master a concept 
Have a positive attitude!

Develop good study
habits now because you
will carry these work
ethics with you in the
future!



It always seems impossible until it's done
                                                 - Nelson Mandela

Riddle time!

Welcome onboard, John!

-I am an odd number. Take away one letter, and I become even.
What number am I?

-What three positive numbers give the same answer when      
multiplied and added together?

 -I am thinking of two numbers. When I add them, the result is  
12. When I multiply them, the result is 32. What are the numbers?

-I am thinking of a number. If you multiply it by 5 and then  add
12, the result is 57. What number am I thinking of?

 -What has keys but can't open locks?

Seven
1,2,3
8&4
9
A Piano


